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Along with the other colleges in
the Philadelphia area Beaver has
organized McCarthy for President
committee on campus Dma Hitch-
cock and Debbie Cohen are co
chairmen Guishen Calik is publi
city director and Louise Egbert is
hospitality chairman Many of the
faculty have given their support
including Mr Edgar Schuster Eng
lish professor who has agreed to
be the committees advisor
The first meeting of the group
was held Thursday March 28 The
organizers explained to their mem
bership of over one hundred stu
dents What they can do for Sena
tor McCarthy The gathering was
told He is the one man who gave
us meaningful democratic alter-
native last November We are will
ing to do all that is possible to
promote his campaign The corn-
by CAROLINE OTIS
The Palestra Stadiui on the
University of Pennsylvania campus
was filled to capacity last Tuesday
afternoon April with students
waiting to hear Senator Robert
Kennedy announced candidate for
the November presidential race
present his campaign platform The
large attendance for Kennedys
appearance which was composed
of numerous McCarthy supporters
reflected the great increase in stu
dent interest for the coining elec
tion after President Johnsons an-
nouncement on March 31 of his
decision not to seek the Democratic
nomination
Senator Kennedy entered the
auditorium amid enthusiastic ap
plause and shook all available
hands along his path to the pod-
ium William Green member of
the House of Representatives in
Pennsylvania introduced the Sen
ator Kennedy opened his speech
with numerous praises for the
constructive enthusiasm and spirit
of todays youth His wit and good
humor put the audience at ease
and quieted the vociferous remon
strations of the McCarthy contin
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mittee is asking people to raise
funds to canvass door to door to
work at the polls and to possibly
house out of state workers
The purpose of the organization
is to make every voter aware of the
Pennsylvania primary on April 23
and of McCarthys views More-
over it is important that people
know who the peace candidates are
on the ballot The delegates elected
are the ones who will ultimately
choose at the convention who will
be the democratic candidate for
President Mr Donald Zucker one
of these candidates spoke to stu
dents here on campus Thursday
April He was here to clarify the
Senators stand and to answer ques
tions regarding the election
The committee states that voting
is not prerequisite for working
for candidate All help is invalu
able Contact ext 253
gent to low rumble
Policies Stated
Kennedys proposals and prom-
ises were direct and constructive
but for the most part they were
stands already known to the pub-
lie In Vietnam he feels an honor-
ably negotiated peace is necessary
and he stressed the importance
negotiations with the National Lib
eration Front We must realize
said Kennedy that there will be
no victors in Vietnam Vietnam
should be run by the Vietnamese
for the Vietnamese The Senator
also stated that reform is definite-
ly needed in the present Saigon
government and he condemned the
tardiness of that government in
organizing general military mo
biization among its citizens
On domestic issues Kennedy ex
pressed his desire to appropriate
the needed funds for the numerous
problems within the United States
Increased research and interest in
the plight of the American Indian
more job opportunities and better
education for the Negro and in-
creased employment of the hard-
core unemployed by private enter-
Continued on Page Col
The importance of student opiri
Ion has been demontated by
Cat-thys student trny who helped
ergineer his imp1cIv showing
th New Harnpshir. Jnary Choice
63 views the college student body
as well-informed and heterogen
eous segment of the population that
k.s had little oppo.tunity to cx-
piess political opinics in unified
cLLerent manner
Backing From Legislators
The project has received favor-
able reaction from Senators Rob-
ert Kennedy Brooke
Charles Percy Eugene McCar-
thy and former Vice President
chard Nixon President Johns
has expressed his conviction thit
this knd of vote from stud .nts
wa highly significant He added
his belief that stronger vote a-
mong the nations youth would ía-
vor Democratic candidates and pd
icies Johnsons interest was con-
siderable surprise since student dis
sent over the past year has been
directed primarily against White
House policies
The fna1 ballot ll have 5late
of 14 candidates for presidency
They are Fred Halstead Mark
Hatfield Lyndon Johnson Robert
Kennedy Martin Luther King Jr
John Lindsay Eugene McCarthy
Richard Nixon Charles Prcy
It is with deep regret that
we announce the
death of Dr Doris Fenton
professor emeritus of English
on Tuesday March 19 at
Chestnut Hill Hospital
member of the Beaver
College faculty for 32 years
Dr Fenton was chairman of
the English depas-Iment for
more than 25 years She was
graduate of Miss Hills
School and Wellesley College
and received her doctorate at
the University of Pennsyl
vania
Dr Fenton was member
of Phi Beta Kappa and for-
mer treasurer of the Worn-
ens Phi Beta Kappa Associ
ation Shakespeare Associa
tion of America and charter
member of the American As-
sociation of University Worn-
en
George Romney Ronald Reagan
Nelson Rockefeller Harold Stasen
and George Wallace Three refer
endurn questions wiil he incuded
on the ballot Two deal with the
countrys current involvement in
Viet Nam and one with the go.-
ernment spending in confronting
the urban crisis The programs
Board of Directors hopes to phrase
the referendum questions to insure
clear interpretation of the profun
dity of pro and anti-war senti
ments They are meeting with top
poll and survey experts in order to
avoid the semanti difficulties
which blunted the San Francisco
and Camhride referenda of last
fall
Impact of the Poll
recent interview in the M.I.T
Tech suggests the significance such
poll could have Political science
professor John Saloma noted that
by 1972 nearly one-half of the elec
torate will be under 30 years old
Choice 68 is the first opportunity
for the young to make their pres
ence felt if they will take the
primary seriously
The poll could indicate clear
rejection of the older generation of
politicians Trends indicated by
such poll will differ significant-
ly from those of the gallop polls
and perhaps it is thoughL by Prof
Salorna will be more oriented to-
wards the Left Possible effects of
the primary could include boost to
lesser candidate by brthgng him
into prominence It could go far
George Starbuck at
Poet Day Convo
Mr George Starbuck will read
arid discuss his poetry at the Poets
Day Convocation on April 22 Now
teaching creative writing at the
University of Iowa Mr Starbuck
is one of the better up-and-coming
poets in America
Born in 1931 and having done
graduate work at Harvard Mr
Starbuck an intellectual poet very
often writes topical poetry His po
etry is mostly light condensed and
ironic Much of his poetry has been
published in the Atlantic and New
Yorker magazines
in determining the Republican vice-
presidential nominee
The validity and impact of the
poll depends greatly on general
student participation in the poll
Student leftists could solidify their
skepticism and also have chance
to re-evaluate their thinking as to
the actual political power of the
vote
Campus conservatives could ex
press support and publicly air their
opinions instead of having them
obscured by the more publicized
demonstrations of the Left The most
important participation will come
from the moderates chance to
express truly representative opin
ion must include the average
college student The ah tpal cal
legian it now appeats is no longer
the student leftist wih his picket
sign and smouldering Ireft card bu
instead is the concerned student
The endless journalistic game of
lumping all students into one vast
and misleading generalization will
continue if the poll is not used as
truly representative expression of
opinion
Choice 68 assumes students care
contrary to the portrait painted
them by activists and do want
their opinions registered in t-e
sponsible effective manner
Question of Student Power
The election itself will determiie
whether Choice 68s image of the
average student is accurate Fo
in order to attain national visi
bility Choice 68 must attract at
least two million voters on Ap.-ii
24 Such goal will be attained on
ly if enough moderates choose lo
exert themselves to the minor
gree of casting their votes
power of the number of students
will be considerable and perhaps
represent long silent factions The
size of the vote couid convince
skeptical pub..ic afl-.l antagonistb




Three Beaver College professors
each received $500 distinguished
teaching awards at the colleges
annual Honors Convocation held on
March The awards are deter-
mined by student vote
distinguished teaching
awards presented to Dr Benkt
Wennberg chairman of the modern
languages department to Mrs Hel
en Buttel assistant professor of
English and to Mr Lloyd Aber
nethy assistant professor of his-
tory are part of $4000 grant
awarded to Beaver College by the
Christian and Mary Lind
back Foundation of Philadelphia
Dr Wennberg is graduate of
Sweden Military Academy Karl-
burg and received his master of
arts degree from the University of
Pennsylvania Before assuming his
post at Beaver College he was as-
sistant professor of foreign lan-
guages at the State University of
New York Stoney Brook Long Is-
land
consultant for Holt Rinehart
and Winston Dr Wennberg also
has taught at the Post Col
lege the University of Pennsyl
vania Augustana College Rock
Island Ill Ecole de Guyeonne
France and the University of
Uppsala Sweden
Mrs Buttel is graduate of Mid-
dlebury College and received her
master of arts degree from the City
College of New York She has also
studied at Williams College and Co
lumbia University School of Gen
eral Studies
Mr Abernethy is graduate of
Wake Forest College and received
Continued on Page Col
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Choice 68 Result of Vote
Could Affect Election Results
by GAYLE BROOKS
Choice 68 the National Collegiate Presidential Primary
presents unique opportunity to Beaver students As was pre
viously announced in the Beaver News the Primary which
will be nationwide poll of college students will be held on
April 24th Nearly 1000 colleges with enrollments collectively
numbering over five million students representing 75 of the
total student electorate have decided to participate in the
Choice 68 election
The program is sponsorezi by
ilie magazine However it run
by students and all decisions re
garding the election will be made
by students
Presidential hopeful Senator Eugene MCarthy
McCarthy Supporters Active on Campus
Student Campaign Committee Organized
PENN PALESTRA FILLED TO CAPACITY
TO HEAR BOBBY PRESENT PLATFORM
Dean Margaret LeClair congratulating the three winners of the Lindback
award who are from left to right Mr Lloyd 1l Abernathy Mrs helen





We the editorial board of the Beaver News
take this opportunity to pledge our support
to Senator Robert Kennedy As unified
group we must make known our preference
in this election year which is generating such
great amount of student controversy
Senator Kennedy is speaking to all genera
tions yet is aware of the value of student
opinion He does not limit his scope to this
country alone but is cognizant of the
univer
sal problems of students in Warsaw Krakow
and Prague Mr Kennedy does not want to
be bound by the past but free for the future
The Senator is aware of the surge of relief
that swept over the American people Sunday
night after President Johnsons speech How
ever he urges the people of the United
States
to be aware that this is only one step towtsrd
peace in Southeast Asia and that
this is the
time to intensify our efforts to reach the con
ference tables We must not let this attempt
satiate our desires for peace
The domestic policies of Mr Kennedy are
powerfully constructive
and we the editors
feel that it is in this area that Senator Ken
nedys strength lies The question of education
in ghetto areas the problem of unemployment
in Kentucky and West Virginia and the star
vation of children in this land of plenty are
situations with which the senator is prepared
to deal concretely Mr Kennedy is also con
cerned with the disgraceful plight of the In
dian in this country as representative of one
of the countrys oftentimes neglected minor
ity groups
We agree with Senator Kennedys attitude
towards the responsibility of the educated
Those who have had the opportunity to at
tend college must take the responsibility for
improving the situation of their fellow man
We agree with the Senators feelings about
Red China We must recognize the existence
of this nation whether or not Red China will
recognize the United States at this time We
may be rebuffed by the Chinese in our at
tempts to set up some sort of diplomatic com
munications But it is our responsibility as the
strongest nation in the world to make the first
step
We applaud Mr Kennedys idea about the
draft We also insist that an arbitrary lottery
would be the most feasible method for draft
ing boys Student deferments must be elim
inated Why should boy who could not go
to college have to give his life before boy
who could This is both ine nitable and un
just
Mr Kennedys feelings towards the racial
situation echo our own We must realize that
lawlessness and violence can not be the an
swer to race prejudice Yet we can not accept
racial injustices We must improve the em
ployment opportunities and housing in the
ghetto areas
For these reasons we support Senator Ken
nedy He does not speak about hypothetical
situations but about concrete reality He
voices the ideas that students feel He under
stands and sympathizes with the feeling of the
American people that they have lost their say
in their government He seeks meaningful
election year Again we as an editorial board
collectively support the views of Senator Rob
ert Kennedy D.V.G
IN MEMORIAM
Dr Gensell and his jazz combo
will dedicate the jazz communion
on Tuesday April 9th at 130 and
730 to the late Dr Martin Luther
many students stabilizing and
comforting security during their
college years and also helps to
promote an affinity with the col
lege itself Of course all girls are
not satisfied with their present liv
ing quarters and are anxious for
change next year They will be
afforded the chance to make this
change However it should not be
made at the expense of girls who
are content with their place of res
idence It seems to us that those
students who wish to retain their
present rooms should be allowed
to do so
We are curious to know why this
change was made without discus
sion among all the students
/Euminauioni
one recent afternoon announcing
new and for many of us dis
turbing change in room drawing
procedure The change has been
made in democratic effort to
eliminate any priority among the
classes In order to give all girls
an equal choice in room selection
girls will no longer be permitted to
reserve their present rooms This
new procedure was passed by dor
mitory court but we are interest
ed to know if the change would be
supported by majority of the stu
dent body
Away from home girls room at
school becomes her second home
An established and personalized
place of residence provides for
/7
-notce 68
The News strongly supports the
efforts and intentions of Choice 68
We wish to emphasize the impor
tance of sample election this year
First however we must recognize
that Choice 68 is valid means of
examining student opinion Not
limited to the Beaver community
the election is well-organized and
national Thousands of colleges and
universities across the country will
be involved On each campus rep
resentatives from the students and
faculty will count votes and safe
guard against ballot-stuffing
This is certainly an important
election year and major factor
contributing to its importance is the
fact that student opinion matters so
much Although the majority of the
students who are voting in Choice
68 are under 21 and therefore will
not be voting in November the is
sues at stake do involve students
The effects of student interest and
effort were clearly seen in the New
Hampshire primary There the hard
work of many students under 21
was valuable and fruitful
We urge the Beaver community
to take Choice 68 seriously The
outeome of national student elec
tion with the scope of Choice 68
could very well have some effect
on the nation as whole It does
matter that each individual at Bea
ver votes and votes responsibly
D.V.G
.Jrom the 2ean
The administration has become
increasingly concerned with
problem of student parking In an
attempt to reduce past restrictions
on students desiring transportation
at school girls without valid per
mits for keeping motor vehicle
on campus are now allowed to
keep car of campus in the sur
rounding community Girls using
cars for schoolrelated transporta
tion once or twice week are asked
to keep their automobiles in the
parking lot in the courtyard of
Murphy Chapel However stu
dents have consistently ignored the
rules on parking They use the
parking lot in front of Kistler
Thomas and Dilworth dorms which
are reserved only for visitors and
which when congested produce
serious traffic hazards Day stu
dents who have been asked to use
the Day Student parking lot have
been using the lots at Murphy
Students also have given little
consideration to the landscaping of
the campus parking heedlessly on
newly-planted grass and on stone
patios
In light of this increased infrac
tion of parking rules punitive mea
sures will be taken in the future
rd guilty students will be for





The following open letter to
President Johnson was signed by
1300 Fellows and active members of
the American Sociological Associa
tion recently As these issues and
objections continue to trouble many
people both in the Beaver commu
nity and in the world outside the
undersigned metubers of the faculty
would like to bring this statement
to the attention of the readers of
the Beaver News
We deplore the conduct of the
Viet Nam war and its effects on
our society
We wish to protest against the
continued bombing of North Viet
Nam and the killing of innocent
civilians in the face of evidence
and testimony from many knowl
edgeable individuals including our
own Secretary of Defense that such
bombng cannot succeed in forcing
Room choice is an important ques
tion for all of us and perhaps
more than any uther area of school
life it warrants free open and
general debate If rules governing
this procedure can be passed ex
clusively within the auspices of
dormitory court perhaps the struc
ture of our bureaucracy should be
reexamined We encourage you
our readers to voice your opinions
in Letters to the Editor on this
question
C.C.o
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peace negotiations the destructive
effects of the war on the very so
ciety which it is supposed to suc
cor including the killing of tens of
thousands of civilians forcible re
moval and destruction of entire
communities crop destruction
million people left homeless and
the fostering of military regime
which has failed to effect land re
form and has suppressed religious
and political dissent the continua
tion of policies which seek military
solutions to probems which are so
cial and political in character and
the pattern of -miitary escalation
which appears to ignore long range
consequences in favor of illusory
short-term gains threatening the
precarious balance of terror and
increasing the likelihood of an
other world war of unparalleled de
strlctiveness the diversion of re
sources from the attempt to deal
with our most serious social prob
lems urban development pov
erty racial discrimination which
will not yield to fragmentary token
efforts but must be the focus of
massive concerted action
We urge in the following order
an immediate and unconditional
cessation of the bombing of North
Viet Nain an inmiediate vigorous
and genuine attempt to seek ne
gotiations for peace with represen
tation of all parties concerned an
orderly withdrawal of

































editors note This letter
circulated in December but
fortunately was mislaid




April 26 has been designated
as sort of natural resistance day
for students All those who are
against the war in Vietnam are be
ing asked to stay out of classes
Perhaps better alternative would
be to conduct all day seminars with
Beaver faculty some of whom are
already in favor of this Or per
haps we may be able to have
few speakers These however are
obviously only few suggestions
Further ideas for constructive pos






In the midst of this seasons mud
dle of American politics Senator
Eugene McCarthy stood up alone in
November to challenge Administra
tion policy He deplored the situ
ation in Viet Nam as well as the
spending it entails The spending
he was convinced should be di
rected toward the area of Americas
domestic problems which seem to
increase as the war drags on
Today America faces many prob
lems the war the drafting of col
lege students and the conditions
of the slums which precipitated last
summers riots Besides taking
positive stand on all these issues
Senator McCarthy has brought back
little morality and honesty to the
mud of American politics little
idealism reminiscent of the late
John Kennedy For all citizens
but particularly for students and
young people he has provided
constructive political leadership in
hard confused time McCarthy
in calm and sensible way has
Continued on Page Col
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flewi to te Student Voice
Editors Note The editorials on this page are the
opinions of the editorial board Each editorial will be
initialed by the individual editor writing it It is
our policy that letters to the editor be signed
The present issue of the Beaver News is
the work of the new editorial board We
therefore feel that it is necessary to clarify
the standards of the News It is our opinion
that the newspaper of college should act as
sounding board for constructive criticism
and ideas not only for the policies of the edi
torial board but also for the student body
It is the desire of the board to enlarge the
scope of the News Through news features
and editorial views we intend to comment on
events and situations both on and off campus
that involve an aware college student This
editorial page will attempt to explore behind
the scenes argue issues and crusade for ac
tion to be taken on causes that we feel are
valuable We will strive to keep opinion and
value judgments out of the news columns
where complete unbiased reporting will be our
aim
We feel that we have certain responsibili
ty to ourselves and to the college community
Through the ideas expressed in newspaper
progress should take place Our task is to ex
amine subjects that will serve the interest of
the student body
The individual has the right and obligation
to voice her own opinions and must have
place to express them constructively The
News must act as the sounding board for in
telligent ideas We do not propose that the
News become gripe column however rais
ing issues merely for the sake of controversy
but rather intend to deal with valid issues
Praise is an equally important aspect of good
journalism and we will support ideas and ac
tions with which we agree
The full potentiality of college newspaper
does not lie merely in the hands of the edi
torial board however well-intended This is
student newspaper and must be put to prac
tical use The members of the administration
and faculty should also feel free to use our
columns for the expression of opinion or the
release of information for the lines of com
munication must be kept open
We will maintain our own attitudes as an
editorial unit but we encourage any other
point of view to be expressed in the paper
We will print any responsible communication
sent to us by member of the college com
munity It is our aim not only to present news
and views but also to stimulate student
awareness and participation In this way only
can college newspaper become vital organ






As result of the increased en
thusiasm and interest generated by
our student government this school
year has brought with it numer
ous changes in the administration
of the social rules and regulations
governing the Beaver student We
have begun to use our previously
unrealized powers in policy-making
to update antiquated restrictions
and to utilize our collective voting
rights to render needed changes
Student government seems at last
to be fulfilling its original role
as
Wednesday April ID 1968
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brought the issues to the people
He feels that Americas whole po
Utica system needs change that
the issues which affect the people
ought to be decided by the people
not by the policymakers in Wash-
ington His record in Con-
gress proves that he is able to ful
fill the tasks that America brings
to him
As stated by the editorial board
of the New York Times on March
11 it is rare and refreshing for
man to be more concerned with
his ideas than his image
Because of his honesty and in-
tegrity believe my fellow stu
dents will support him in his great
gamble through the Chicago con-
vention and on to the election in
November man with miles to
go and promises to keep we will




Petition for Examination Change
The semester does not official-
ly end for any student until
she has completed her last ex
amination Students are ex
pected not to make off-campus
commitments until the official
examination schedule is an-
nounced Examinations are to
be taken as scheduled except
for illness or other unavoid
able reasons Exceptions may
be made only with the approval
of faculty committee
Bulletin of Beaver College 124
Request forms may be obtained
in the Office of the Registrar after
March 29 1968 All requests corn-
plete and accurate must be filed in
the Office of the Registrar not iater
than May 1968 Following action
by the committee the instructor









inconsiderable feat in itself
teacup in cafeteria
of no particu
lar size shape color or name
cafeteria which in its own right
is quite impressively
connected
with college of understandably
no particular size shape co1or or
name college which amazingly
enough yet in all truthfulness is
inhabited by non-particular no
size no-shape no-color no-name
people
It is in these no-name people
that am interested and the per-
spective in which they presented
themselves when was unceremon
iously squashed at the bottom
of
that teacup beneath an
avalanche
of second-hand discarded peanut
shells The avalanche cut off my
oxygen supply so what later
viewed may have been the result
of slight delirium cant be
sure But with an almost super-
human effort managed to squirm
through the maze of shells to the
uppermost edge
of the cup peeped
out and with single death defy-
ing leap plunged from
the cup Ill
admit that my landing form was not
quite up to par but refuse to
assume sole responsibility for the
inch long splinter of peanut
shell
which severed my Achilles tendon
Once on the ground however
pure unadulterated horror corn-
pelled me to stay and witness the
orgiastic scene which confronted
me Utter chaos reigned It ap
peared that horde
of wild ele
phants had escaped from
the Phil-
adelphia Zoo and were rioting in
this no-name There
seemed to be universal stampede
toward one end of the room which
was rocking and swaying from the
sheer effort of containing mass of
those screaming screeching madly
flailing beasts swarm of used
peanut shells clouded
the air and
covered the floor only to be
crushed into pulp by the hooves
of other charging elephants
The casualties were overwhelm-
ingly in favor of the peanuts
none survived by 1230 Yet even
the elephants did not escape un
Prom Weekend
Junior Prom Weekend was ush
ered in with style by Bonnie
and Clyde dance Friday March
29 Many Beaver girls and their
dates dressed especially for the
occasion in fashions of the era
Music was provided by pop
band The Combinations
The Magnificent Men gave the
soul concert on Saturday after
noon March 30 They were chosen
by the Junior Class from list of
about 20 groups
Dr Edward Gates and Dean
Florence Plummer were in the re
ceiving line for the prom on Sat-
urday night Escorts of Junior girls
received free boutonnieres as they
entered the dance Eileen Robin-
son ex-president of SGO an-
nounced the Juniors for the prom-
enade at 1030 p.m
The judges Mr Cornell and two
alumnae chose the nine members
of the court and at midnight Dr
Gates crowned Suzanne Dusossoit
queen The court included Helen
Bosley Barbara Culvert Jean
This years graduating history
majors will be the first students
of
history to receive their degrees from
Beaver College without taking corn-
prehensive examinations
practice of giving comprehensive
exams has been requirement for
graduation from this department
for
at least the last fourteen years Dr
Latour recently made the state-
ment that the history department





When asked why the comprehen
sives have been abolished Dr La-
tour replied that he likes tradition
but detests pretention It has been
traditional for history majors to
take these exams at the end of
their senior year the exams being
designed to assess
the students
mastery of the major But as Dr
Latour points out teachers curri
culums and material change so
much over period of four years
that an adequate testing method has
not been devised He has called
these exams pretentious because
upon looking
into the records of
the past fourteen years he
has
found no case where student who
has passed four years of academic
work in the major and having
failed comprehensive was not
graduated In light of this fact
Dr
scathed one believe was tram-
pled to death by her fellow charg
ers another lost an eye due to
flying shell Shell be all right
but who ever heard of an elephant
with patch over one eye
Continued from Page Col
prise resulting in decrease in
welfare were among his many pro-
posals
Students Questions
In the question and answer per-
iod after Kennedys speech several
important issues were raised by the
students The Senator attacked our
present draft system as very in-
equitable and very unfair He
proposed that the United States or-
ganize professional army He
stated however that for the pres
ent during our conflict in Vietnam
he believes lottery system de
void of student deferments is the
only feasible and fair system pos
sible Why he asked should those
unable to attend college bear the
brunt of fighting the countrys
battles
When asked about his attitude
regarding the recognition of Red
China Kennedy stated that he
would favor the admission of Corn-
munist China to the U.N and that
he would promote contacts and
communication between Washington
and Peking
Latour feels that there are few stu
dents who regard comprehensive
exams as anything more than
needless formality to get out of the
way
M.A Degree More Appropriate
Dr Latour also remarked that
student who could pass an exam
which adequately covered all the
material presented in four years of
study would be eligible not for
B.A degree but an MA degree
Dr Latour emphasizes the point
that he is in no way opposed in
principle to comprehensive exams
it is when these exams are eye-
wash that oppose them
When asked if this change in the
history department will be perm
anent he replied If the number of
serious students at Beaver stu
dents considering graduate school
rises significantly we will re-ev
aluate the situation He men-
tions the fact that comprehensives
are the exception and not the
rule The only other undergradu
ate school he knows of that gives
these exams is Princeton It is
stupid to try to express the spirit
of Princeton without the material
Dr Latour concluded his state-
ments with the point that this is
just one of many reforms made in
the history department Since he
has become chairman many chang_
es have and will be instituted The
Core history course is being care-
fully evaluated and looked into for
areas of weakness He also men-
tioned that two new history profes
sors are coming to Beaver next fall
One is Ph from Princeton
who will specialize in Medieval
history The other new member of
the department will be professor
from Penn who will teach in the
revised Core program
by GULSHEN CHALIK
Enormous and rich educated
and petty beautiful and junky
generous yet selfish seen on
battlefields against others of the
world at war with itself
complex America improving civil-
izing constructing destroying and
marchingWhere Where it goes
and how it goes is totally related
to our present We as responsible
and responsive individuals can
help to advance America to
better future Of our representa
lives in the Senate Senator Eugene
McCarthy was the first to face
realities and stand up for his ideas
singlyin order to return Amer
ica to its real priorities
Biography
Born in Watkins Minnesota in
1916 McCarthy received Master
of Arts degree from the University
of Minnesota in 1938 He taught
in high school and in college as
sociology professor and at age
32 in first attempt at public office
he won election to the U.S House
of Representatives and served
there til 1959 From 1959 to pres
ent he has been in the U.S Senate
re-elected in 1964 by the largest
popular majority of any Democratic
candidate in the history of Minne
s3ta He is the author of four
books among which are Frontiers
in American Democracy and Amer
teas Role in the World
Stand on Vietnam
Since 1966 McCarthy has been
critic of the Administrations poli
in Viet Nam His words be-
ieve that our Viet Nam policy is
misconceived and that it is contrary
to the national interest The only
solution is to be found in revers
ing the process of military
escala
lion and seeking negotiated po
l.tical settlement American
security does not require the corn-
mitment of vast numbers of ground
troops on the Asian mainland re
fleet true insight that will not
deny realities just to keep face
While the war is necessarily the
dominant issue in this electon year
it is also important to note that
Sen McCarthy is man who has
been active in Congress fo 20 years
and who has taken positions on all
issues
Domestic Demands
The most important war for the
future of America is not the war
in Viet Nam It is the war in our
great cities We are not winning
this war We are not even fighting
it He voted foi National Housing
Act of 1949 and subsequently gave
support for public housing urban
renewal and model cities legisla
tion He urges massive housing
program to provide decent homes
to help meet urban unrest On this
issue McCarthy stated that The
elimination of slums and the cre
Early last fall committee head
ed by Dr Gray met to consider the
credentials of the eight nominees
for the Vera Heinz scholarship
for summer study Based on essays
submitted by each aspirant the
committee assessed the intellectual
merits of both the individuals as
well as of the program which each
hoped to pursue if awarded the
prize The competition was nar
rowed to two finalists who were
then interviewed by the committee
The prize was ultimately awarded
to Anne Vaccaro
Art in Florence
Miss Vaccaro junior major-
ing irk art plans to study art
his-
tory this summer under the aus
pices of the Sarah Lawrence study
abroad program in Florence Italy
She has chosen this particular pro-
gram for several reasons Primarily
interested in the religious art of the
Italian Renaissance and particular-
ly in the work of Michelangelo be-
cause of his beautiful treatment
of the line of the human body she
hopes this study will
influence her
own work in the field She wishes
in addition to absorb as much of
the rich cultural atmosphere of the
city as possible Florence is
also
known for its abundance of Ren
aissance music and theatre Her in-
terests lie not only in the past she
ion of healthy environment in
our cities is not luxury but
necessity This urgent job must
have first claim in our nations
resources
Since 1949 his first year in Con-
gress McCarthy has been span-
sor of every major civil rights bill
including the Civil Rights Act
of
1964 and the Voting Rights Act of
1965 He says The time has come
when we must- define iTd advance
new concept of civil rights that
must include the right to edu
cation the right to job and
to decent recompense for the
work performed the right to
physical health and bodily secur
ity and the right to decent
housing The potential
of American economy is such that
these rights have now taken on
civil character and become re.
sponsibility of society
On jobs and unemployment Mc-
Carthy states that Apprenticeship
programs must be liberalized and
expanded new program of pub-
lie works should be advanced
More jobs must be provided by
private enterprise with the help
of federal subsidies if necessary
In 1964 he was leader in secur
ing passage of the $11
billion tax
cut He believes in improvement
of Social Security programs to
keep up with the rising cost of
living in an expanded public
health service and broadened
system of medical insurance
and
in giving farmers more strength
in collective bargaining
In his foreign policy Eugene
McCarthy supports test-ban treaty
and is only for economic aid as
he says
Weve gotten ourselves
extended in strange military way
to many underdeveloped countries
There are military groups in about
50 nations think that is too
many
To those who disapprove of the
Keep Clean for Gene policy
believe that taking on the ostensi
ble appearance of hippies can
conceivably cause scorn or indif
ference to the McCarthy campaign
By alienating members of the con-
servtaive middle class in
this man-
ner volunteers bring no positive re
sults to the cause that is the
elec
tion of Senator McCarthy
An honest direct and intelligent
man McCarthy has taken his first
step in New Hampshire we know
that it is only beginning to con-
tinue perhaps to the White House
On Tuesday April 16 1968 Kap
pa Delta
Pi presents Dr Richard
Gibbony of the Education
Department of the University of
Pennsylvania Dr Gibbony will
speak on the subject
Are Our
Schools Humane Everyone is
welcome to attend this open
meeting at 730 p.m in the
Classroom Building room 118
hopes also to view contemporary
Italian art to see how they are
using their heritage
After five weeks of classes in
Florence which include short vis
its to surrounding areas the group
is then given the opportunity to
tour Italy for two weeks as well as
two week cruise around the Greek
Islands Thus by means of this
program which extends from June
to August the participant is af
forded taste of the entire field of
European art viewed in its original
setting
Miss Vaccaro plans to carry the
knowledge gained this summer
through graduate school where she
will major in studio art
Eventu
ally she hopes to teach this subject
to other students of art on the col
lege level while pursuing her own
career as an artist
Art in Theatre
Annes interests are not confined
solely to painting but extend to
all
forms of artistic expression Active
in Beavers Theatre Playshop she
has acted in all of its productions
since she transferred from Immacu
late College to Beaver in her sopho
more year More recently she has
become fascinated by directing be-
cause as she says the director is
Continued on Page Col
Quick Look At Eugene McCarthy
Mayer Marlo McLaughlin Linda
Prancl Barbara Prosser Bonnie
Simpson and Marlene Turtur
Anyone who was member of
the class of 69 at the beginning of
her Freshman year was invited to
the prom Approximately 110 tick-
ets were sold for $13.00 each
The sun of an early spring after-
noon greeted the departing Pales-
tra audience which in turn
ushered Senator Kennedy out of
the stadium with enthusiastic
promises of support Kennedy
was to appear that night at Con-
vention Hall
Beaver Prom What pipes what timbrels what
mad
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by MARSHA UTAINE
Not since 1948 has the Presiden
tial field been so cluttered with
candidates committed or other-
wise On April 24 students will
make their choice from 14 candi
date ballot It is important that
Beaver students know all the can-
didates
Fred Haistead the first name on
the ballot is candidate for the
Socialist Workers Party He has
been member on the staff of the
Fifth Avenue Peace Parade Com_
mittee and stands for immediate
withdrawal from Vietnam aboli
tion of the draft and support of
the black Americans in their fight
ior freedom by any means ne
cessary
Oregons Republican Senator
Mark Hatfield began his polit
ical life as member of the Oregon
legislature serving from 1950-56
He had been senator in 1951 and
1953 served as Secretary of State
from 1954-56 and Oregons gov
ernor from 1957 to 1959
Skipping Pres Johnsons name
on the ballot we next come to
Robert Kennedy U.S senator
from New York He was admitted
to the Massachusetts bar in 1951
and the U.S Supreme Court in
1955 He has acted as an attorney
Criminal Division Department of
Justice of Washington assistant
counsel for the U.S Senate Perma
nent Subcommittee on Investiga
tions Chief Counsel to the minor-
ity 1954 Chief Counsel Staff Di_
rector 1955 and assistant counsel
for the Hoover Commission in 1953
He served as Chinf Counsel for the
U.S Senate Select Committee on
Improper Activities in the Labor
and Management Field 1957-60
and Attorney General of the U.S
1961-64 He was JFKs campaign
manager for the 1960 presidency
In 1965 he was elected U.S New
York Senator
Dr Martin Luther King clergy-
man by profession has been an
active leader in the NAACP He
has served as President of the So-
ciety of Christian Leadership Con-
ference In 1956 he was selected as
one of ten outstanding personali
ties and was the recipient of the
Nobel Peace Prize in 1964 He is
running as an independent
Editors Note This issue of the
pope-f went to press prior to the
assassination of Dr Martin Luther
King
Republican John Lindsay is
lawyer and graduate of Yale
University and Law School He
helped draft the 1957 Civil Rights
bill while serving as Justice
Dept aide during the Eisenhower
Administration He was admitted
to the New York Bar in 1949 and
the U.S Supreme Court in 1955
After acting as Executive Assistant
to the U.S Attorney General from
1955-57 he was elected to four
consecutive terms of Congress In
1965 he became Mayor of New
York backed by the Republican
and Liberal Parties
Eugene McCarthj began his
career as teacher in the public
schools He then moved on to
teaching economics at St Johns
University and St Thomas College
In 1944 he served as civilian
technician working with the Mili-
tary Intelligence Division of the
War Department He was elected
to the 81.85 Congresses and served
as member of the Ways and
Means Committee In 1953 he won
election against the incumbent
GOP senator and was reelected in
1964 In the senate he has served
as member of the Senate Fi
nance and Foreign Relations Corn-
mittees
Richard Nixon received his LLB
from Duke University Law School
and began as an attorney with the
Office of Emergency Management
Wash D.C in 1940 He was mem
bet of the 80 and 81 Congresses
After serving as Vice President of
the U.S from 1952-1960 he was
nominated for the presidency by
th Republican Party in 1960 He
is presently partner in the law
firm of Nixon Mudge Rose Guth
ne and Alexander
Republican Candidate Charles
Percy worked his way up from the
bottom of Bell and Howell as sales
trainee Manager of the War Ca-
ordinating Dept Assistant Seere
tary Corporate Secre tary Presi
dent and finally Chief Executive
Officer He was Chairman of the
fund for Adult Education of the
Ford Foundation In 1956 he served
as Special Ambassador and per-
sonal representative of the Presi
dent of the U.S to the presidential
inaugurations in Peru and Bolivia
He was Vice Chairman of the Re-
publican National Finance Cam-
mittee from 1957-59 and he acted
as Chairman of the Republican
Partys Platform Committee for the
National Convention in 1960 In
1965 he became Chairman of the
New Illinois Committee initiating
new projects in education slum
housing and job opportunities He
was elected U.S Senator from Illi
nois in 1966
Californias Republican Gover
nor Ronald Reagan began his pa-
litical career after thirty years in
the acting profession long term
member of the Screen Actors Guild
he served as its president from
1947-52 and 1959 non-commit-
ted candidate who asked to have
his name kept out of the New
Hampshire Primary wishing only
to be favorite-son candidate in
order to control his state delegation
or prevent primary fight
Multimillionaire Nelson Rocke
feller has served as the Director
President and Chairman of Rocke
Leller Center Inc He was Co-or-
dnator of Inter-American Affairs
from 1940-44 and he became As-
sistant Secretary of State in 1944
He was named Special Assistant to
the President from 1954-55 Prior
to that he had been Under Secre
tary of Health Education and
Welfare In 1958 he became Gayer-
nor of New York position in
which he is still serving He has
served as Director of the American
International Association for Eco
nomic and Social Development
1reasurer President and Chair-
man of the Museum of Modern
Art and Chairman of the board of
the Government Affairs Founda
tion Inc From 1953-58 he held
the position of Chairman of the
Presidents Advisory Committee on
Government Organization
George Romney ans
Republican Governor turned from
very successful career in business
to politics As President of Amer
jean Motors he turned the money-
losing company into profitable
firm In 1962 he left American
Motors to become Governor of
Michigan During his term he has
taken the state from near bank-
ruptey to surplus of 100 million
dollars
Harold Stassen received his
LHD from Temple in 1949 From
19381945 he served as Governor
of Minnesota In 1948 he became
President of the University of
Pennsylvania and served there
until 1953 when he became Direc
tar of the Foreign Operations Ad-
ministration In 1955 he served as
diplomatic representative of the
U.S on the U.N Disarmament
Committee From 1955-58 he acted
as Special assistant to the U.S
President with cabinet rank to
direct studies of U.S and World
disarmament
George Wallace former Gov
ernor of Alabama is running as an
American Independent Admitted
to the Alabama Bar in 1942 he
served as Assistant Attorney Gen
eral of Alabama from 1946-47 In
1947 he gained seat in the Ala-
bama Legislature where he re
mained until 1953 He then served
five years as judge for the 3rd
Judicial District of Alabama He
emerged from four years of private
practice to become Governor of
Alabama from 1963-67
Continued from Page Col
his master of arts degree from Go-
lumbia University He is currently
studying for his doctorate He is
member Omicron Delta Kappa
the Mississippi Valley Historical
Association and the Pennsylvania
Historical Association He is the
author of several publications
Pennsylvania History Vo XXIX
No April 1962 Quarterly Jour-
nat of the Pennsylvania Historical
Association The Progressive Cam-
paign in Pennsylvania 1912 and
the Washington Race War of July
July 1919 in the Maryland Histor
ical Magazine
by BETSY BOYCE
For the interest of the student
body the Beaver News has decided
to research the voting habits of
Beaver Students as indicated in the
recent Student Government elec
tions February 20 The exact fig
urea are as accurate as possible
using various academic lists and
the voting list from that election
The number of the student body
varies according to each list but
those abroad the part-time students
and those who have taken leave
of absence have been accounted for
and not included in the percentages
Apathy
The typical Beaver student seems
most apathetic towards her college
and the colleges actions as shown
by the lack of quorum twice to
pass single piece of legislation
This means that twice not even
66-2/3 percent voted once at an SGO
meeting and the other at the dorm
elections Despite this supposed a-
pathy it was very encouraging to
see that 70.1% voted for the five
major officers of the college leav
ing 29.9% still apathetic or unable
to vote According to the research
the freshnan class is either fright-
ened by the thought of having to
make such great decision or real-
ly has not come to understand that
they too are eligible to vote The
blame is not to be placed on the
freshmen since it must be remem
bered that they are still adjusting
to college life This also appears to
be the case of the 30% of the sopho
mores who did not wish or who
were unable to participate Three
cheers for the juniors who gave
great support to their fellow class
mates all the nominees were jun
iors with only 19 out of class on
campus this semester of about 145
not voting The seniors tried to give
us their advice with 77c/ helping to
decide the outcome of the election
Statistics by Department
Dividing those who did and those
who didnt by departments is
tedious but rather revealing job
One would expect the larger de
partments to ha good showing
but unfortunately this is not the
case The English department with
By PATSY GOLDSTEIN
Vital Issues
Of major importance and inter-
est to citizens are the upcoming
presidential elections As the pri
manes near and the candidates
platiorms become more specific
controversial opinions increase as
this News survey shows
Do you vote the party or the
man
Men Women
Did you vote for













Do you disapprove of Kennedys




Did Rockefeller disappoint his
party andior the country
yes
no
Will Nixons past record









Do you feel your individual vote
is truly significant or that the
party machine controls the actual
outcome
approximately 120 students the
second largest department here
pulled through with only 68% vot
ing However the English speaking
group is more active in their circl
ing various names than the Spanish
or French groups who must be so
involved in their field that they
cannot read VOTE HERE since
third of the French and half of
the Spanish students dont seem to
understand our democratic system
Even those girls who are devoting
their requirements and electives to
government did not show
strength needed to demonstrate the
political activity rendered from
their above average knowledge of
such devices as voting The art
studios are just too far away from
the Chat where elections
held since more than 47% of them
did not vote The smaller depart-
ments such as sociology psychol
ogy and math ran percentage-wise
as did the overall picture with
about 60-70% voting The others
not mentioned thus far ran way be-
low average varying between one
third and one fourth voting
Further Research
This research should be contin
ued in depth to whether the girls
with long hair or short voted but
that seemed very trite One amaz
ing statistic is that from the per-
sons who nominated themselves
from the freshman class 25 did
not vote from the sophomore class
it lessened to 20% and again the
junior class cared and only did
not get to the poles to elect their
own class to the highest offices in
the school At least they do have
some spirit which is definitely
good sign
After having read this article
you the reader are probably fum
ing and claiming the statistics are
wrong It would be appreciated if
next year at this time all these sta
tistics would change It may be
hard to remember when the elec
tions are but just read the signs
and take the five minutes to help
elect who you think would help the
Beaver scene Those who complain
the loudest generally do the least





total of twenty-two people
were interviewed all from this area
except for one Californian and one
man from Oregon Most people felt
compelled to explicate their an-
swers with additional opinions or
facts The more interesting reac
tions are described in the following
Pennsylvanian man and veter
an of World War II who is pro-
Johnson pointed out that Johnson
would end the war if he poe-
sibly could that he LBJ didnt
like his increasing unpopularity and
was doing his best Also he men-
tioned Johnsons strong record in
getting bills passed in Congress and
pointed out that McCarthy would
lack congressional backing
Bearded and beaded twenty-
one year old man insisted on the
similarities between Johnson and
Hitler specifically stopping the flow
of money out of the country pre
venting citizens from traveling
abroad and militarizing all men
over eighteen years He felt that
should Johnson continue in office
totalitarian state would result
To the question concerning the sig
nificance of his vote he vehemently
replied It had better count
One housewife and one teenage
girl explained that they would vote
for Kennedy because of his simi
larity with JFK and his personal
charisma
From those interviewed it ap
pears that this area is heavily
Democratic and somewhat pro-
Johnson Also people seem to feel
that individual vote is increasing
in significance as will be shown in
this election The issues more so
than the candidates also have
gained in importance
Shakespearean music may be
heard at 930 a.m in the Little
Theater Wednesday April 17
All are welcome
Nixon Ready Now
by LEIGH DAWSON and
ANN ARNOLD
They call Richard Nixon two-
time loser Popular concens has
it that he will be defeated in the
upcoming 1968 presidential race
What the American people fail to
realize however is that Nixon by
being loser has had the oppor
tunity to sit back and revamp his
political doctrines li views on
the American
system of govern-
ment and to expand upon official
policies both here and abroad Un-
like the other candidates Nixon
has the background with which
to reinforce his beliefs
America tends to be deceived by
candidates with good looks and by
thtse who offer idealistic promises
of peace Nixon surpasses all these
on the other hand because he rep-
resents what could be called the
American Man He fulfills the
positions of honesty simplicity
Sincerity and interest Combining
these with the
activity shown by
hIm when he was Vice-President
under Eisenhower Nixon has dem.
onstrated how well he can execute
such decisive rOle
He does not offer eloquence nor
does he become typical poli
tician when on the podium Rather
he offers hiniseff as person who
is moved by his intense pride and
deep loyalty for America Basically
then one could say that Nixon is
the first man to exemplify what
America stands for But more than
this he has the fortitude in his





Three years ago the founders
sought to strike blow against in-
stitutionaj education and organized
the first Free University of Penn-
sylvania r- quotation taken
from the catalogue of the Free Urn-
versity states the basis of new
concept of education Sponsored by
the Student Government of the Uni
versity of Pennsylvania the
University permits anyone to teach
course or to take
course and
there are absolutely no restrictions
on the subject matter taught
The classes are held for either one
or two hours once week at an en-
tertaining hour between 730 and
830 in the classrooms of Penn
The courses are sensaiona1 in
keeping with another tenet of the
University which is the develop_
ment of subject matter and teach-
ing techniques absent in the nor-
mal University curriculum Among
the more outstanding course des-
criptions are Ophiel White
Bailey Saint Mat Fulcanelli
Cagliostro Tantra Buddhism
Charles Fort Redon and Our Dear-
est Rameses Were not supposed to
tell you
what
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Psych Dept to Be
Represented al
Wash Meeting
Four members of the Psychology
Department will represent Beaver
at meeting of the Eastern Psy
chological Association in Washing-
ton between April 18-20 Dr
Leila Cohen will present Generali
Zation During Acquisition Trans
jer and Extinction of Assortative
Conditional Discrimination Dr Co
hen did her research at Columbia
University before coming to Beaver
Dr Louise Baenninger will re
port on Social Dominance Orders
in the Rat Spontaneous Food
and Water Competition Teams of
Beaver students under Dr Baen
finger helped her gather informs-
tion
Mrs Platt and Dr Mausner will
present symposium on the Psy
chological Factors in Cigarette
Smoking dealing with smokings
origin and the part it plays in to-
days life Thirty-one Beaver sen
iors last year participated by keep-
ing smoking diary for three days
Mrs Platt will present Role Playing
as Technique for Changing Cig
arette Smoking Behavior
Dr Daniel Horn head of the U.S
Public Health Services National
Clearing House on Smoking and
Health will present the results of
national survey of smokers and will
report some factors that help smok
ers stop smoking
Dr Howard Leventhal of the De
partment of Psychology at the Uni_
versity of Wisconsin will discuss
the symposium after its presents-
tion
Beaver College plans to initiate
four year Honors Program into
the curriculum beginning in the
fall semester of 1968 It has been
ofiered to 26 girls accepted into the
incoming freshman class who have
shown outstanding all-around per-
formance in high school
The Honors Program will allow
its participants complete freedom in
course selection thus exempting
them from the traditional Beaver
requirements Their only require
ment will be an eight semester
Honors Seminar around which the
Honors Program works
Course of Study
Mr Abernethy will serve as
chairman of the Honors Seminar
The subjects will be Darwin Marx
and Freud The seminar will be
concerned with the historical anti-
cedents of these men the origins
of their thought and their con-
sequences as related to science lit-
erature art and world affairs The
seminar will afford its participants
more than place in which to ex
change ideas it will also stimulate
them to out independent
study The Honors Seminar will
be in addition to the four courses
carried by the Honors girls
As of now the size of the Honors
Program is uncertain few
girls elect to participate in it it
will be open to Beaver students
who have shown high level of
performance in general education
and have been involved in extra-
curricular activities
Programs Influence On Beaver
Since the Honors Program will
probably involve only next years
freshman many Beaver students
wonder how this program will af
feet them Firstly since these Hon
ors girls can elect any course for
To Be Held April 18
The annual Freshman recital
will be held on April 18th at 430
p.m in the Little Theater Direct-
ed by Mr Peter Moller
years program will present fuller
common experience than in the
past
Besides the basic poetry this
Aprils speech show will include
narration light music and films
All is under the theme of The
Love of Woman Mr Moller is
writing the narrative to bridge the
sequence of film clips color slides
and song
Following Sundays auditions
ten girls have been chosen to do
the readings of McKuen Kahill
Gibran Fanny Hill Tennessee
Williams and James Joyce among
others
Because of the additions to the
annual Freshman recital the re.
sults will be more structured and
intricate than in previous shows
The April 18th show The Love
of Woman should prove reward-
ing now that poetry recital has
grown into fully staged produc
tion
Continued from Page Col
The founders spoke with disdain of
the impersonality of modern educa
tion yet they still enrolled 145 pee-
pIe in one course Professional men
shrink from teaching there as the
courses deterioriate into bull ses
sions
Still as of last fall 1000 stu
dents had enrolled and in its cbs-
jointed manner the University has
existed through two terms and is
still attempting corrections That it
still exists makes the founders
proud If there were term to de
fine institutional selfanalysis of an
anti-institution it would describe
the Free University at present
they will share common classes
with girls not participating in the
program This will provide dial-
lenge to Beavers students and
hopefully raise the level of com
petition In addition the Honors
Program should raise Beavers
standards
The main concern of getting the
Honors Program off the ground is
getting enough qualified partici
pants Whether girl will choose
an honors program at Beaver ra
ther than general program at the
Seven Sisters remains to be seen
In order for the Honors Program to
work its benefits must be recog
nized It is very necessary to pub-
licize it in order for it to thrive
Pride in our school should stim
ulate us to work for its acceptance
even though we may not partici
pate in it For this reason we
should encourage understanding of
what it entails and verbal publicity
Well-Known Poet
Robert Wallace
The Forum club of Beaver is
sponsoring night with poet on
April 8th at 830 in Murphy Chapel
The poet is Robert Wallace and
he is both well known and admired
in his field He comes from Western
Reserve University where he is an
associate professor Mr Wallace has
also taught at Bryn Mawr Vassar
and Sweet Briar He has had four
books of his poetry published This
Various World and Other Poems
Views from Ferris Wheel Poems
on Poetry The Mirrors Garland
which is an anthology which he
compiled with James Taalfe and
Ungainly Things He has also had
poems published in magazines such
as Atlantic Commonweal Harpers
Magazine The New Yorker and
The Saturday Review
Mr Wallace has given poetry
readings at colleges all over the
United States Among others he has
read at Columbia Swarthmore
Cleveland State University Bald-
win-Wallace College The Univer
sity of South Florida and for the
Maryland Literary Festival which
was held at Frostburg State Col
lege
Robert Wallace has been awarded
the William Rose Benet Memorial
Award by the Poetry Society of
America in 1958 and The Bragdon
Prize in 1965
sample of what Beaver students
will listen to on April 8th was re
cently published in The New York-
er
In The Field Forever
Suns roaring dandelion hour by
hour
Sonetines the moons scythe
sometimes silver flower
But the stars all night long
the stars are clover
Over and over and over
IMr Wallace graduated from Har
yard College summa cum laude
in 1953 He was student at St
Catherines College as Woodrow
Wilson Fellow and Fulbright
scholar from 1953 to 1955 He re
ceived his masters degree at Cam-
bridge University in England
Continued from Page Col
the ultimate artist Example of
her endeavors in this field include
Another Way Out and The Ugly
Duckling from the play festivals
of last year and this year respec
tively She has been instrumental
in the organization of the new rep-
ertory company at Beaver serving
on its committee She is to be vice
president of the Theatre Playshop
this coming year In addition to ac
tivity in drama Anne is presently
art editor for the Gargoyle
Because of her work in the above
mentioned art forms Ann is keen-
ly aware of how each is closely re
lated to the other She sees in the
theatre for example synthesis
of all the arts in color composi
tion movement and sound iThy
thm in the field of music can be
seen to exist in painting music
and speech Finally it is this feel-
ing of dialogue among the arts and
their times which Anne hopes to
take to Europe with her this sum-
mer
IM is Vaccaros professional
painting career will officially be-
gin at 400 p.m on Tuesday April
16 when her first one-man show
opens in the lobby of the Virginia
Atwood Fuller Library at Beaver
The show will last for two weeks
by CINDY SHEWARD
Living in poverty houses
walking mile to get water driv
ing ten miles to the nearest phone
building your own privies plung
ing into an environment where you
know no one and may not even be
spoken to for the first few months
and when spring finally comes
feeling your spirits move up be-
cause theres color in the moun
tains These are just few of the
experiences Miss Mary Rowan
spoke of when she lectured on her
work in VISTA on March 26 in the
mirror room
Miss Rowan went into VISTA af_
ter graduating from Beaver Chaos-
ing to work with the indians she
was given six weeks training first
at the university in Tempe An-
zona and then on the Apache res
ervation Her courses included phy
sical education carpentry the his-
tory of Americas treatment of the
Indian home economics and psy
chology or sensitivity training
learning how you affect other pea-
pie and they affect you After
their classroom training they were
sent to the Apache reservation in
the White Mountains of Arizona
P300 miles from anything Here
she and one other girl lived in
tiny poverty house which con-
tamed only the most basic of fur-
niture two cots two folding chairs
table stove and lantern They
had to carry their water from
source mile away boiling it on
the stove for bathing All we did
was really move the mud around
What was the object of all this
rough living If you live the way
they live they will at least re
spect you little bit
After her training Miss Rowan
was stationed on the Cherokee res
ervation in North Carolina Here the
girls lived in trailer and the land
being less arid had the benefit of
running water Things were by no
means easy though Warned in
training that people might not
speak to them at first Mary found
that to be in situation and have
somebody not talk to you is lot
difrerent than just hearing about
it For two months we just sat
in our trailers
Once they were accepted they did
whatever jobs were in need of be-
ing done anything from giving pi
ano lessons to starting newspaper
They had no specific assignments
Most of it is community develop-
ment but what is community de
velopment Everything you do is
considered work youre free to
do what you want Miss Rowan
also mentioned that you are free to
quit whenever you want
Accompanying her lecture with
slides and Indian handiwork Miss
Rowan discussed many of the In-
dians problems social and econ
omical rural society their farm-
ing yields only sustenance as the
land is poor Poverty is universal
One of her slides showed an old
bus which family of eight or nine
had confiscated someplace and was
living in Housing is one of their
major problems as they have no
land to offer as collateral The res
ervation is communal property and
no one may confiscate any part of
it Hence the Indians are consid
ered bad risk by contractors
New Lab Facilities
For Psychology
The psychology department as
recently acquired new and much-
needed laboratory facilities in the
bottom of Murphy Chapel
rooms have been rennovated there
to serve as laboratories for all ani
mal work in the department
The rooms each have separate
light-proof ventilation and heating
systems which will allow for more
extensive work in environmental
studies for psychology students
The larger of the two rooms is
being used by Dr Greens sopho
more class in experimental psy
chology These students are pre
sently involved in conditioning rats
according to Skinnenian principles
The smaller room will be used for
individual work in advanced ani
mal experiments These new facili
ties aid considerably in expanding
the experimental work of the de
partment
Schooling for the Indians is also
poor although equipped with new
building and qualified teachers
Studies have been made on this
Situation but have failed to turn up
the Source of the problem Miss
Rowan feels that part of it is due
to the fact that the Indjajis are se
regated front the rest of society In
order to go to the state schools they
must pay tuition as they do not
pay state taxes Being unable to af
ford this they usually remain in
their own schools never coming in
contact with any values other than
their own
Why havent we assimilated the
Indian into our society Miss Row-
an explained this in that the In-
dian does not want to leave the res
ervation Their greatest fear is that
the government will pay them for
their land and give them the deeds
to the reservation this happened
they would lose all their privileges
as well as their land in all pro-
bability The Indians do not under-
stand our concept of ownership or
of money In their culture land is
something to be used by all and
owned by none This philosophy
has continued right up until today
On the reservations when you
build house only the use of that
Land is yours not the land itself
rt is Miss Ftowans opinion that
because of the Indians cultural
background if the government ter
minated the reservations within
short period of time the Indians
would be back at their door land-
less and poor asking for aid
What good is one lone VISTA
worker against such complex prob
lems Of personal achievement Miss
Rowan says Just being able to
live through the year and make
friends is an achievement in it-
self Of material accomplishments
They still have the newspaper
Miss Rowan is teaching in Phila
deiphia this year but has returned
to Cherokee several times just to
visit How has her work in VISTA
affected her plans for the future
going to go back this next
school year and teach in Chero
kee
New Course in Fall
Dr Cameron of the Beaver psy
chology department will be intro
ducing new course in the curri
culum next fall entitled The Stu
dy of Lives The course has been
proposed because of desire among
students to be afforded the chance
of taking one-semester psychol
ogy course not requiring rigor-
ous disciplinary training in scien
tific psychology The course will be
open to all students in the college
as an elective It will not fulfill any
departmental requirements
The Study of Lives will con-
sist of an analysis of personality
through the discription of traits It
will discuss through fiction bio
graphy and autobiography anthro
pological and sociological studies
and clinical case histories such top-
ics as the general effect of culture
on behavior concepts of self and
the psychodynamics of behavioral
development
The nature of this course will al
low all interested students in any
field of academic endeavor to attain
knowledge and experience in the
application of the concepts and da
ta of social science psychology and
allied fields to the understanding of
human lives
Freshman Recital
Dr Bernard Mausner and Dr Ellen
Platt check files while Dr Leila
Cohen and Dr Louise Baenninger
smile in anticipation all are wait-
big to read their papers at psy
chology meeting in Washington lat
er this month
Beaver Grad Works With Indkins
Speaks About VISTA Experience
Mr Robert Wallace poet who will
speak in convocation on April
Forum to Host
Bicycle Enthusiasts
An outing is being planned
picnic in Fairmount Park and
peddle up the river Dr Gates
will help transport girts and bi
cycles via stationwagons to our
starting point
Proposed Saturday
April 20 or April 27 or May 11
If interested whether you own
bicycle or not contact Sue
Trett ext 253
Honors Program to be Started in Fall
To Allow Freedom in Course Selection
Dr Lloyd Abernathy chairman
of the honors seminar beginning in
the fall
Dr Cameron who has
planned new course in the Psy
chology department
Cameron Introduces
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By ELLEN COLEMAN
To watch the Alden Park Players
perform Tiny Alice by
Edward Albee is an exciting ex
perience indeed The energetic and
intelligent young group directed by
Beavers Mr Peter Moller were
able to overcome the poor facilities
of the playhouse and the mediocre
set
Tiny Alice is on one level
play about religion In our search
for an ultimate we set up ideas by
our minds and call these ideas by
symbolic names Julian the
priest in Albees play tries to find
the ultimate without symbolic
representation He is lured away
from the church toward Alice which
is another kind of ultimate He is
in actuality lured by Miss Alice
the living breathing representation
of Alice At the end of the play
Alice her butler and her lawyer
leave Julian and are forced to shoot
him because he refuses to accept
the fact that they too are sym
bols of kind of reality
17 Year Old Julian
Julian is capably characterized
by Cary Leiter who believe it or
not is seventeen year old senior
at Overbrook High School Though
his torment Was bit too intense
at times he was especially good at
other times when he was describ
ing his past
Beavers own actress Bonnie Her-
ron played Miss Alice with majes
ty Her portrayal of the seductress
is quite moving especially at the
end when she displays her human-
ess by falling in love with Julian
Barry Dinerman an English and
drama major at Temple plays Miss
Alices perceptive lawyer who sees
through everybody and doesnt
mind telling them what he sees no
matter how crude it sounds Mr
Dinerman demands that you hate
him and like him at the same time
by CATHYE STOOPS
Now shes at the top of the
waterfall and now in the middle of
the lake Her name is Ondine
whimsical girl with an abimdance
of physical and spiritual eauty
She lives in the days when knights
errant were bold when ntaidens
were always fair and kiisgs at
court were very vain She lives
today anywhere boy and girl
look at one another and pledge
eternal love and devotion She
lives wherever and whenever the
human spirit needs the tonic of
mystery romance and tears shed
gracefully
French playwright Jean Girau
doux created Ondine character
who lives in two worlds the world
of mermaids and talking seals and
the world of knights errant and
unjust judges When love in the
figure of the valorous knight Ritter
Hans von Wittenstein zu Witten
stein dazzles her eyes she decides
to leave the water world and try
the land But in the kings court
in the palace of her new husband
Ondine learns that though humans
look beautiful their hearts are not
always as lovely their minds not
always so pure Deception the
word that echoed through the
woods when she left the lake turns
her against the human world and
carries her back to her home in the
water
Beaver Colleges production of
Ondine will be one of the Theater
Playshops most ambitious under-
takings The show has many tech-
nical demands requires music in-
volves complicated set changes and
large cast needing elaborate cos
tumes All of these challenges are
being eagerly met and director
Peter Moller promises color-
ful and exciting run of Ondine
the first week in May 1968
One of the monumental challen
ges that face Mr Moller is the
management of 23 character cast
mostly female Taking the lead
roles are Mary Ann Mott and Harry
Young playing Ondine and Hans
respectively Mary Ann has had
little acting experience but has
studied from another side of the
theater spectrumas budding
Mr Peter Moller of the English
department who is now organizing
freshman poetry program
Bob Flood was adequate as the
hypo-critical cardinal though he
did not come across as being any
older than 20 and was therefore
not believable as decadent old
man of the cloth Steve Lesser as
the butler was responsible for
much of the humor in the play His
timing was excellent
Mr Moller effectively used the
audio technique before each act as
he did in Childrens Hour at Bea
ver This time it was an important
line from the play such as the one
that was printed in the program Is
the memory of something having
happened the same as it having
happened
Tiny Alice is exciting theatre
because it causes us to search for
and recognize our own symbols
whether they are religious symbols
symbols of power or symbols of
love Albee teaches that our sym
bols for ultimate reality must be
brought down to perspective that
we can understand The Alden
Park Players communicated that
message with bright sensitivity and
clarity
playwright Upon being asked
about her characterization of On-
dine she said see Ondine as
person of different dimensions In
the first act she is really fresh
free spirit In the second act she
has come up against society in
which she is forced to deal with
mostly vices and few beauties
new dimension in her personality
emerges She has to be conniving
in order to exist In the third act
she becomes woman of steel She
has to protect her own happiness
as well as the happiness of the man
she loves She learns to lie and
cheat The story ends the only way
it could end Ondine was never
destined to be part of this world
so she returns to the more gentle
world of the sea In this sense it
is play about destiny
Harry Young an authentic
Scotsman is presently teaching
English literature at La Salle Un-
der the Woodrow Wilson Exchange
Fellowship
There are still available several
small female roles and one fairly
large male roleany interested
persons should contact Mr Moller
Persons interested in backstage
work should check the Theater
Playshop bulletin board
Theater activity has stepped up
this spring considerably Pam
Youngs recital Portals to Free-
dom was presented last weekend
Presented for the last two weekends
was Tiny Alice with
Herron as Alice and Moller
directing at Alden Park Playhouse
Mr Moller modestly consented that
we call the production success
How to Succeed in Business
will be presented later this month
Taking the lead role in this produc
tion is Louis Napoleon face fre
quently seen on the Beaver stage
Available Parts
Still in planning for this spring
is the freshmen recital This will
be collection of excerpts from
poems novels and plays presented





Nobody seriously identifies with
Bonnie and Clyde Nobody cries
when they are killed writes Ren
ata Adler in the Sunday Times
March 31 am not completely sure
that she is right having come to
know Bonnie and Clyde rather well
in the course of the film felt
something for them at the end when
they were slaughtered in manner
much more lascivious and brutal
than they had ever known in their
encounters with their own victims
However even though could not
shrug my shoulders and say Who
cares as left the theatre felt
much weaker sense of identifica
tion than did with Benjamin
Braddock throughout most of The
Graduate Current fashions not-
withstanding am not Bonnie Par-
ker and it was less her death as
such than the way in which she
died that distressed me
think it is characteristic of many
of the socalled violent films of
today that we feel the detachment
from the hero or anti-hero or
maybe should play it safe and say
leading character or perhaps even
victim of which Miss Adler speaks
have not seen enough of these
films to know whether this reaction
is indigenous to these films as
type or merely coincidence in
those that have seen But as-
suming if oJy for the sake of ar
gument that we do not identify
with such characters the question
is why we do riot9
It is pretty hard to feel sorry for
someone you dont know anything
about which is why the headlines
63 Killed in Jet Crash arouse
nothing more than Ink as we
turn the page but incite real grief
when close friend or relative is
among the victims We know good
deal about Bonnie and Clyde the
angelus-like scene with her mother
is particularly effective We can
understand Bonnie and Clyde too
for it is easy to see just read the
Riot Commission Report how pov
erty and deprivation can lead to
feeling that something more is de
served and the audacity of the pair
in robbing banks symbolic in the
30s of the pressures no one could
escape from gives us chance
vicariously to take poke at the
institutions that squeeze us but
which We can do nothing about
Shows the Past
We know still more much more
in fact about Perry Smith and
Dick Hickok the killers in Tru
man Capotes In Cold Blood now
at Cinema 19 Like the non-fic
tion novel on which it is based
this film delves deep into the past
of the two criminals showing the
psychological forces which
them the sort of people they were
Less completely and too bad for
it than the book the film gives us
the anatomy of the murder of the
Clutter family in Holcomb Kan
sas few years ago using flash-
back monologue and daydream
Most of the analytical emphasis
is placed on Perry Smith who ac
tually pulled the trigger and his
case history is probably very typi
cal perhaps overwhelmingly so of
similar deviants broken home
loose-moralled mother physical
disfigurement sexual inadequacy
we understand why Perry is the
Continued on Page Col
After wandering through count-
less rooms of English paintings
with no hint of Picasso or even
Rembrandt was completely
buried in back home sort of
atmosphere The ties between Eng
land and her artists are apparent
as are other qualities which are
completely English They do not
believe in selfdisplay so what
there is of outstanding portraiture
by Reynolds and Gainsborough is
remarkably restrained in compar_
ison to contemporary work abroad
This reticence is familiar in every-
day life in their language and
feel is reechoed in the paintings
that are being exhibited at the
Philadelphia Museum of Art from
March 15th through April 21st
There was total absence of
first-rate English-born painters
from the 15th to the beginning of
the 18th century After that par
trait and landscape became the
chief artistic outlets Thomas
Gainsboroughs Haymaker
Sleeping Girl is huge huge
painting that talks to you It has
wistfully romantic mood with the
young boy gazing longingly at the
sleeping form There seems to be
faith in the observation of the par-
ticular rather than in sweeping
generalties because even the vast
countryside beyond the figure is
strewn with detail and depth
just enough to make you want to
look at it few more times
The next room had Turners
Cottage Destroyed by an Aye-
lanche and Storm over St Peters
with white lightning breaking
through pale colors But the paint
ign that received the most attention
was Burning of House of Parlia
flIflt This was Turners first ex
perience with on the spot water
by KAY SALZ
The difficulty in reviewing
play like The Importance of Being
Earnest presented March 26 at
the Theater of the Living Arts
is in deciding ons climate of op
mien One can view the late nine-
teenth-century play with late
twentieth-century mind and be
bored with its inherent banality and
triviality Or the viewer can re
gard the play as comedy of man-
ners written for the Victorian Eng
lish society and enjoy it as such
After the first act of the play
chose the latter state of mind and
from then on enjoyed the evening
The Plot
The play itself is farcical com
edy of manners dealing with the
traditional mistaken identity idea
It concerns Gwendolyn Fairfax who
is in love with Jdhn Worthing but
thinks his name is Earnest because
that is the name he uses in the city
the name Earnest is important to
Gwendolyn because of its connote-
tions of sincerity and feeling Un-
fortunately Gwendolyns mother
Lady Bracknell wont allow them
to marry since John or Earnest
was found in ladys handbag in
railway station As if this werent
enough Algernon Moncrieff Johns
friend pays surprise visit to
Johns country home under the
pretense of being Johns fictitious
brother Earnest to meet Johns
ward Cecily Cardew Needless to
say Cedily and Algernon now
Earnest fall in love but cant
marry because John as guardian
wont permit them to unless he can
marry Gwendolyn The complica
tions which contribute strongly to
the humor of the play are neatly
straightened out though when Ce-
cilys maid helps uncover the iden
tity of Johns real parents and they
further discover to Gwendolyns
delight that Johns christened name
is Earnest Thus one can easily see
the vital importance of being Ear-
nest
Characters Are Types
comedy of manners by defin
ition reflects the upper-class soph
isticated group to which it caters
The Importance of Being Earnest
by Oscar Wilde is satiric jibe at
the fashionable world of Victorian
England 1895 All of its charac
ters are types that is they can
be classified because they are rep-
color sketches in preference to pen-
cil Many other painters such as
Constable sketched the burning but
none were as vivid and realistic as
Turners interpretation The paint
was thick and the surface rough
which gave force to the effect even
from distance There were also
few studies of Blak nude mod-
els sensitive and passionate Also
mythological illustration of Mil
tons Paradise Lost
There are at least 80 other major
artists included in the exhibition
such great giants of the Romantic
Age as John Constable William
Powell Frith John Copley and
Sir Joshua Reynolds The latters
paintings were especially soothing
and quiet and to me seemed the
most self-assured in style The
other lesser-known painters such as
Stubbs and Romney didnt con-
vince me that they had really
taken possession of nature and
transposed it through their own
experience Their brushwork lack-
ed spontaneity sometimes suggest-
ing that they were carrying out
recipe Some of their figures either
seemed to be made of cardboard
or were alarmingly unsubstantial
sleeve showing no trace of the
arm it covered and leg that
looked as heavy as lead Some of
them kept to certain conventions
such as languid gaze hands too
gracefully clasped or an air of pre
fabricated charm
But couldnt possibly end on
such note Everyone asks Who
likes English Art 200000 people
do This exhibit shattered all at-
tendance records at the Detroit
Institute of Arts where it opened
in January Romantic Art in Bri
tam So maybe its worth ride
into town
resentative of certain foibles typi
cal of people at this time Lady
Bracknell played quite convinc
ingly by Pamela Simpson for ex
ample is the serious-minded fool
who judges all by money and fam
ily connection She is the complete
Victorian whose snobbish advice is
delivered in an arrogant manner
would strongly advise you Mr
Worthing to acquire some relatives
as soon as possible and make
definite effort to produce at any
rate one parent of either sex be-
fore the season is quite over Her
strict moral code substantiated by
strict materialistic desires is un
shakeable and resolute In other
words she is the predictable old
dame of fashion Algernon Mon
crieff adequately portrayed by
James Valentine is another stereo-
typed character He is the playboy
the one who tries to be phiosophi
cal but his comments and theories
provide comedy rather than con-
templation He is described most
perfectly as showing everything
but having nothing Nevertheless
although the characters are exag
gerations of former time they still
appeal because the faults they
characterize have not become ex
tinct but are somewhat common to-
day we can identify with and ap
preciate our characters situations
It is harder to act in comedy
such as The Importance of Being





all right but its the best there is
This little bit of ironic subt
lety is quote from one of the
juniors who recently tried to ex
plain to the News what Haverford
College small highly selective
liberal arts school on Philadel
phias main line is all about It is
located off City Line Avenue no
more than 30 minutes from Beaver
Walden-like pond with geese
medieval-modern library tiny
dining hail and less than 600 stu
dents comprise the rather womb
like cushy environment of Hay-
erford
Originating as Quaker institu
Lion it trustees and
board of such although the stu
dent body contains only 10% of
this background Within this in-
troverted extremely personal corn-
munity there exists majority that
feel satisfied but never compla
cent As professor Aryeh Kosman
said superficiality is nonexistent
no one plays the role Haverford
inevitably has been the first choice
college of more than 90% of the
students they all want to be there
its the only place for them When
one student was asked if he could
apply over again because of his
seeming dissatisfaction he said
without doubt Oh of course
id apply to Haverford and if was
accepted Id go In other words
there is contentment security
happiness here that no one would
consider giving upWhy escape
happiness
Academically Haverford ranks in
the top in the nation in Wood-
row Wilson and Fulbright scholar-
ships with 85% going on to grad-
uate school Dr Wallace McCaf
frey chairman of the history de
partment soon to leave for Har_
yard describes the students as
hard working active participators
interested and extremely capable
This was reflected by their recent
Colloquia which was deemed tre
mendously successful where both
students and faculty openly dis
cussed college problems and of-
fered specific recommendations for
improvement in various areas
Course requirements are few and
in general students experiment
freely with whatever they find in-
teresting Independent studies
pass-fail and no grade courses are
the most appealing The social set
ences and much lauded phioso
phy department attract the most
majors but amateur film-making
sculpting and even an on campus
composer are available
With the coming election the
Haverford community has expres
sed its open support for Senator
McCarthy Among these students
are those who have cut their hair
and trimmed their beards to can
vass and have travelled to Wisconsin
to campaign for the primary The
faculty is especially active and has
even compiled ticket of peace
candidates for Montgomery Coun
ty It is interesting to note that
there is no real organizing influ
ence but rather there is the per
sonal involvement of each student
Eighty per cent are opposed to
our involvement in Viet Nam and
Haverford formed the first major
protest against the war several years
ago
When asked about Beaver gen
eral responses were Where is it
What is it Is it coed Dont know
anything about it In general there
has been little curiosity concerning
Beaver because Bryn Mawr has
traditionally satisfied them There
is fairly even exchange between
the two schools with sometimes
4O Bryn Mawr girls attending
Haverford classes Despite this
however they are more than will-
ing to learn about Beaver and will
encourage future attempts to bring
us together
would forego writing paper
in order to talk to friend said
one bearded senior and you know
he meant it Sincerity and complete
openness with one
another are
what makes this community so
unique There is freedom to go
and do as one pleases However
students do not go they remain on
campus in their ingrown corn-
munity There is always much to
do there is highly successful
film series and constant flow of
good speakers on campus There
are few if any students who trans
fer out The only two boys know
who transferred returned the fol
lowing year Also one
pointed out that more than
them are onl\ children or
the eldest of the family
said If you can figure it
us
by JAMES ROACH
With the vigor of modem day
cornucopia both physiological and
psychological sex manuals have
proliferated to an enormous extent
within the past five-ten years This
outpouring mirrors not so much our
liberalized culture which sanctions
their printing as it does public
which is honestly curious about the
whys hows and wherefores of sex
Conceding that man has always
been curious about this ever present
enigma think this trend indicates
more than anything else the mad-
equacy of sex education in this
country Further believe that
this inadequacy stems at least prox
imately from the sex is necessary
evil attitude held by Christianity
in general and the Catholic Church
in particular until the recent past
Vatican II has moved to alter some
basic teaching in this field with an
eye toward rectifying this anach
ronistjc stand Improvements not-
withstanding however this attitude
or at least the psychology it engen
ders has been transmitted from the
church to its members via the re
lationship of cleric to his people
and we are just now starting to
break this yoke
Disussjon of Sex
There is of necessity always
lack of communication between
generations but this gap is mani
fested especially in matters of sex
Consequently it seems that when
an attempt is made if indeed any
is made at all to discuss sex it is
based on books written by priests
or other religious leaders Using
this so seemingly authoritative
source is no doubt due to the in-
security or just plain ignorance
by JOEL COOKE
Sure Ive heard of Haverford
Thats the place that has no rules
Need1es to say th oversimplifies
description of Haverford College
and its Honor System Yet this is
common impression people have
of the Honor System and it is be-
cause of this that we consider it
almot impossible particularly in
an essay such as this to convey
an adequate understanding of it to
those not in direct contact with the
college
The basis of Haverfords Honor
System is individual responsibility
and mutual concern and respect
Its basic constitutional standards
make each student responsible for
his proper conduct in all scholastic
work and with respect to women
guests and the Haverford College
Community
How are these tandards ex
pressed in terms of regulations In
regard to academic work the regu
lations are quite specific and are
similar to those at other schools
With respect to women guests the
social part of the Honor System
regulations are less specific and
are supplemented by interpreta
tions guidelines There are no
defined hours that women are not
allowed in the dorms nor is there
specific prohibition of sexual in-
tercourse This is not to say that
the Honor Code is blanket state-
ment which condones any social
behavior The aim is not to pro-
hibit any specific act by the threat
of disciplinary action but to place
the concern for social behavior
where it ought to be on each
individual and the interplay of
moral decisions wtich must take
within him This explains
why the regulations cannot be too
-.---.- they allow for this indivi
dual confrontation to take place
e.g Students are expected to
exercise good judgement as to
reasonable hour of departure of
women guests from the dormitory
taking into consideration the con-
venience of other students and any
possible reflection on the reputation
of the woman guest the individual
student and the College
The Honor System was conceived
entirely by the students of Haver
ford College and logically it is ad-
ministered solely by the students
these parents themselves have re
garding their own sex lives How-
ever it is easy to question the va
lidity of these sources based upon
religious leaders who are them-
selves frustrated or uninitiated in
the matter of love They have
taught themselves to despise what
they have been obliged to renounce
priests To acknowledge the beau-
ty of sex would involve the risk of
shattering the fragile edifice of
spiritual sublimation that has not
succeeded very well Hence this
pejorative attitude handed from
generation to generation each time
receiving added fuel from celi
bacy bound clergy
Secular Generation
The post-war generation is corn-
ing of age It is generation im
bued with the secular spirit Tak
ing their lead from the young peo
pie are no longer iooking to these
traditional but often unhealthy
caches of piety for their sexual
mores and thus are developing
much heaithier and more realistic
attitude
There is and has been debii
tating cycle from generation to gen
eration in this regard as have
stated However am hopeful that
as our generation becomes the
dominant one this cycle will be
brought to an end Obviously the
main difficulty is the barrier be-
tween parent and child in discus
sing sex But think this new
honest and open attitude
generation has fostered will go far
in bridging the gap
Editors Note James Roach is
guest contributor for this issue
bearing the unique title of Beaver
News reporter-at-large at St Jos
ephs College
through the Students Council
Honor System concerns reach the
Council according to the following
procedure The student who be-
lieves that his actions may be in
conflict with the principles of re
sponsibiity and respect inherent in
the Honor System shall immediate-
ly discuss the matter with mem
her of Students Council Should
student believe that the actions of
another may be in conflict with the
Honor System he shall immediate-
ly discuss the matter with the stu
dent concerned If after discussion
either student finds said actions to
be in possible conflict with the
Honor System the student whose
actions are in question shall bring
the matter to Students Council
within week After week the
responsibility for bringing the mat-
ter to Students Council rests with
each student aware of the actions
and involved in the discussions
It should be noted that in situa
tion where one student questions
anothers actions he may not come
directly to Council but must him-
self confront the other student
Council in such situation is
last resort
This brief sketch of Haverfords
Honor System cannot convey any-
thing but limited understanding
to those not previously familiar
with it Haverford is liberal
school and its student-administer-
ad Honor System extending to sell-
scheduled finals and no expressed
dorm hours for women reflects the
schools liberal tradition The ma-
jor point to be borne in mind in
talking about the development of
such an Honor System however is
not the traditional liberalism of
the institution but the understand
ing and mutual concern and respect
among the different elements of
the community including
Board of Managers the adminis
tration the faculty and the stu
dents Only if this attitude exists
can any Honor System no matter
how narrow or extensive be said
to work
editors note Joel Cook another
Beaver News reporter-at-large is
co-incidentally the current Presi
dent of the Student government at
Haverfard College This article is
the first in series that will at




The article written by Mr Roach
wao originally paper which he
submitted as part of course re
quirement in response to certain
reading assignments in the senior
Contemporary Moral
Course at Philadelphias Saint
Josephs College
The article should be of interest
to the Beaver community not only
because of its somewhat startling
point of view and the perspective
it presents on sex eduion in re
lation to the- ltrictly Catholic
background of the author and the
source of the assignment itself but
rather think it should stimulate
speculation evaluation and in-
quiry on the part of Beaver stu
dents facul ty and administration
concerning the value of institut
ing such contemporarily perti
nent course at Beaver
The purpose of the course is to
enable the young men of Saint
Josephs to actively grapple with
some of todays controversial is-
sued such as sex love marriage
the latter of which some feel is
on the way out war and religion
to engender passionate dispute and
stand-taking and thereby enable
tudents to benefit from the collec
tive ebb and flow of ideas But
most of all the emphasis is on the
individualhe is exposed to an
atmosphere of philosophical de
bate from which he is encouraged
indeed compelled to formulate his
own ideas and opinionsthe for-
mutating of which will give him
lractical basis and experience with
which to evolve philosophy or
more practically method of liv-
ing
Thus the course relates particu
larly to the individual but its im
portance to society is manifested
when one views society as the col
lective reflection and expression of
the individual These men who are
NOW discussing mporary
controversial issues and are NOW
taking stands will be better able
and more likely in the future to
take stands and actively participate
in society
The question now is how does
this relate to Beaver Thats for
all of us to answer But it seems
to me that even today the academic
emphasis at Beaver is just that
academic Our courses stress learn-
ing facts theories and even ideas
from the past laudably schoL
any endeavor But it must be ac
companied by an emergence from
the academic womb into the world
which is teeming with life and
controversy We must gradually
slice the umbilical cord which
previously replaced our familiar
one and in our senior year at
least course in Contemporary
Moral Issues could make the sev
erance less painfully abrupt
editors note an article will ap





Sat April 27 P.M
ACADEMY OF MUSIC
Enjoy program of colorful
dance theatre Butlers Car-
mina Burana with chorus
Balanchines lyrical masterpiece
Concerto Barolco Bach Rod-
hams classical hijinks in Gala
Dix Smetana
See the Pennsylvania Ballet.-
which recently returned from





the world of dance UPI
STUDENT DISCOUNT $3
Tickets on sale at the
Business Office
DONT DELAY Buy NOW
Wednesday April 10 1968 BEAVER NEWS
Sex Enigma Indication of Inadequacy
of Sex Education in this Country
Oh to be at Haverford now that Aprils here
HAVERFORD COLLEGE ENVIRONMENT
CONTENTMENT SECURITY HAPPINESS
Individual Responsibility Serves as






There is pervading spirit that
keeps them all content As one
senior commented My only prob
lem is leaving
The new BEAVER NEWS board from left to right Jacquie Kenuk
feature editor Dottie Graham editor-in-chief Betsy Boyce photography
editor Caroline Otis News editor
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Glee Club to Sing 
With Haverford 
and Phila. Chorus 
IDr. William Reese, chairman of 
the Haverford College music de-
partment, will conduct a 200-mem-
bel' group in the performance of 
the Passion of the Lord According 
to Saint Matthew, Bach's beautiful 
musical description of Christ's last 
hours. The three performances one 
in Philadelphia, one at Beaver, and 
one at Haverford, will be the only 
major performances of the work in 
the Philadelphia area this year. 
When and Where 
The first performance will be at 
at 7:30 P .M., Wednesday, April 10, 
Church of St. Luke and the Epi-
phany, 13th St. below Spruce 1St. 
April 7, Palm Sunday, at 3: 00 P .M., 
the work will be performed in 
Murphy Chapel at (Beaver, and 
at 7:30 P.M., Wednesday, April 10. 
Roberts Hall at Haverford College 
will host the performance. 
Pal'ticipants 
The 200-member group includes 
the 45-voice Beaver College glee 
club, the 55 men of the Haverford 
College glee club, the 60-member 
Philadelphia Chamber Chorus, and 
a IS-voice chorale group from the 
Agnes Irwin School. The orchesll'a 
will be the 16 Concerto Soloists, a 
young Philadelphia group. 
!Soloists will be tenor John Hum-
phrey, of New York City, who will 
sing the part of the Evangelist, 
Professor of music at Vassar Col-
lege, Poukeepsie, N. Y., bass Al-
bert Van Ackere, who will sing the 
part of Christ, Mrs. Emmalou 
Dimmock, soprano, of Lexington, 
Mass., Mrs. Janet Weisinger, alto, 
of Wyckoff, N. J ., and Francis 
Stewart, bass, of Philadelphia. 
Working in conjunction with Dr. 
Reese are Dr. Dorothy G. Haupt, 
acting chairman of Beaver's music 
department, Susanna Carter, music 
director of Agnes Irwin School, and 
Marc Mostovoy, director of the 
Sixteen Concerto Soloists. 
Tickets 
Tickets, at 2 dollars each, may be 
reserved by calling the Haverford 
College box office, MIdway 2-
7644. Tickets for the Beaver per-
formance will be available at 1 dol-
lar each for students. 
(Continued from Page 6, Col. 5) 
merely painted ornaments. The set, 
make-up, and costumes of this play 
lead one to believe, as did the act-
ing, that the Theater of the Living 
Arts' production was tactually a sa-
tire of a satire. The make-up and 
costumes were excessive and highly 
artificial, as were the characters. 
The viewer gets the impression, 
though, tha t the performers were 
mocking the way in which English 
actors acted and appeared in 
Wilde's time. This idea adds a new 
dimension to the play and prevents 
it from becoming stale. 
The Theater of the L iving Arts' 
production of The Importance of 
Being Earnest is for the theater-
goer who is not primarily inter-
ested in, or, perhaps, is tired of the 
bleak 01' confusing thea tel- of ab-
surd plays that are popular now; 
i t is for the theatergoer who wants 
to sit back and enjoy a play for 
what it is and not how it is. 
Quality Drugs 
Prescriptions 
(Continued from Page 6, Col. 3) 
way he is. We understand - and 
yet we cannot condone, we cannot 
accept. 
Even though we know a good 
deal about Dick and Perry, Bonnie 
and Clyde, and ou.ght to identify 
with them, we are detached from 
them, and I think we are approach-
ing the reason why. It is because 
they are objects. They are deper-
sonalized. They are no longer their 
own people; they are objects, in-
struments, victims of forces beyond 
their control which make them do 
what they do. And because we, who 
could be rational, cannot 01' will not 
admit that we are potentially cap-
able of the same things, we cannot 
identify with them. 
"I hate people who can't control 
themselves," Perry Smith says when 
he dissuades Dick from raping 17-
year-old Nancy Clutter. So do we 
all. Somehow we feel that if we 
can control ourselves, others should 
be able to do the same, even though 
we are aware of the factors which 
have caused deviant behavior. At 
the same time, Dick and Pel'rY may 
be carrying out a bit of wish-ful-
fillment we hate to admit to our-
selves. "I'm not like that," we say 
as the two murder four complete 
strangers for $43, a radio, and a pair 
of binoculars . OUI' rejection of the 
character is a defense mechanism. 
We reject him and deny the wicked-
ness in ourselves. 
We can identify with Benjamin 
Braddock because he does nothing 
that we find morally offensive; we 
would not mind having him for a 
friend . But we cannot accept the 
deeds of Perry and Dick, of Bon-
nie and Clyde. Friends like that we 
can do without. 
We are interested 'in Perry and 
Dick, but we are detached from 
them, because What they do is re-
pulsive to us. We can understand 
and we can sympathize, but we do 
not cry when they are hanged (the 
part of the film more offensive to 
me than the re-enactment of the 
Olutter murders) - because we 
cannot accept, we cannot condone . 
The hanging of Perry and Dick 
is offensive 'because it is here that 
the film becomes a little too clearly 
a vehicle for Capote's views on 
capital punishment (though after 
reading the exchange between Cap-
ote and Kenneth Tynan on the sub-
ject I'm not too sure what his 
views are) . The Concerned Joum-
aUst Types, evidently Capote-fig-
ures, Who wander in and out are 
pretty rhetorical. The hardest thing 
to take was a shot of the execution-
er, a bent old fellow with a bat-
tered hat pulled low over his face 
and great hollow staring eyes. All 
he needed was a scythe. It was a 
little too Symbolic. But 'the film is 
in good taste (don't look up from 
the TV newsreels of the fighting in 
Viet Nam and complain about viol-
ence in films.) 
IShot in black and white, In Cold 
Blood is a pseudo-documentary 
which attempts to keep its even 
tone by avoiding any too- overtly-
theatrical tdcks with the camel-a. 
There is one lovely scene, however, 
the rainy night of the execution 
when Perry leans his face against 
the windowpane and the reflected 
drops look like sweat or tears on 
his face. I liked Dick and Pel'l'y 
very much. I underStood them, and 
felt sorry for them. But I didn ' t 
really identify with them, and I 
didn't cry when they were killed . 
Phone TU 4-5886 
BEAVER PHARMACY 
269 S. EASTON ROAD 
(Penn Fruit Shopping Center, Glenside, P a.) 
SERVICE OUR PRIVILEGE 
QUALITY OUR CONSTANT AIM 
For Better J ewelry, Gifts, Leather Goods and Silverware 
at better prices come to 
MELROSE JEWELERS INC. 
DIAMONDS AND SILVERSMITHS 
246-248 KESWICK AVENUE 
GLENSIDE, PA. - TU 6-9220 
FINE WATCH AND JEWELRY REPAffi 
Open Mon., Wed., F ri. 'til 9:00 P .M. 
Tues., Thurs., Sai. 'til 5:30 P .M. 
AMPLE PARKING 
B E AV ER NEWS 
T ennis Season 
In Full Swing 
(Continued from Page 6, Col. 2) 
teres ted students should contact 
Sandy Somerville. 
'Mr. Moller has announced that 
auditions for next year'S repertory 
This year's tennis season is in company will take place May 14, 
full swing. The team was fortunate 15, and 16. People are needed to 
in obtaining Mrs. Elizabeth Holton head production committees. Inter-
Weiss, a Beaver alumna, as its ested parties should see the Play-
coach. Mrs. Weiss has been very shop bulletin board. 
pleased with the initial response At the last meeting of Theatre 
and hopes that the girls all retain Playshop, officers were elected. 
their enthusiasm as the season Margie Schneider, presently in 
progresses. Having worked with London, was c h 0 sen president: 
the team since tise organizational Anne Vaccaro vice-president, Carol 
meeting on March 11, Mrs . Weiss Hettenbach treasurer, and BUDny 
seemed optimistic about the chan- Thomas secretary . 
ces for a successful season. 
Six girls who played on last 
yea I-'S team have returned to play 
this spring. They include former 
varsity players Edie Clark and 
Jean Thompson, as well as Peggy 
F'ranklin, Sue Martin, Carol Hes_ 
selbachel', and Nina Shivdasani. 
The seven freshman recruits have 
shown great promise . They are 
Jane Rosenberg, Trudy Cox, Debby 
Ledewitz, Arlene Weissman, Val-
erie Andrews, Jalek Partow, and 
Luz Peredo. Additional team mem-
bers are sophomores Ann Luria, 
Nancy Cohen. Carol Grossman, 
Elaine Gantz, Joan Gesslel·. and 
Leslie Black. 
Coach Mrs. Weiss wilt be de-
termining which girls will play in 
matches on the basis of a number 
of singles games which she sets up 
at each practice. She has decided 
on this method rathel' than having 
the girls play the ladder matches 
on their own time because it ac-
e:>mplishes the same purpose in a 
shorter time. She feels that it is 
important for practice sessions to 
be devoted largely to actual games 
in ordel' to learn team strategy, 
rather than spending time on ddlls 
to develop skills. 
Sacchetta's Esso 
Free Pick-up and Delivery 
LUB, OIL CHANGE, WASH , 
AUTO REPAIRS 
TOP VALUE STAMPS 
259 South EASTON ROAD 
Next to Penn FrU It 
TU 4-9610 
Open 7 Days a Week 




SPAGHETTI - RAVIOLI 
Known 112 way aro und 
the world 
TU 7·2927 






117 EASTON ROAD 







Includes: Airfare, 'lransfers, 
Hotels, Sightseeing, Breakfasts 
London, Amsterdam, Paris 
Frankfurt, Zurich 
Departing Aug. 3 
Return Aug. 24 





1 day only 
April 11 















BUCKS COUNTY MALL 
Street Ro od, Feostervill. 
\ HOURS: 9:30 A.M. to 9:30 P.M. 
\ OPEN SUNDAYS , ,---------------
INTERNATIONAL CENTER 
FOR ACADEMIC RESEARCH 
1492 Commonwealth Avenue 
Boston, Massachusetts 02135 
The In ternational Center for Academic Research is designed to help every 
student achieve his maximum potential in the subject, or subjects, of their 
choice. 
We at The International Center for Academic Research are proud that these 
outstanding instructional techniques have shown proven results for decades. 
OUR GUARANTEE 
The International Center for Academic Research, after exhaustive studies, 
is able to give a complete money back guarantee: If after following instruc-
tions faithfully you have not increased your scholastic standings noticeably, 
your money will be COMPLETELY REFUNDED. 
Special introductory offer expires May 1, 1968 
Price thereafter $3.95 per course 
For pCl"S()naiized assistance send $1.00 per course to: 
THE INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOR ACADEMIC RES.EAR;CH 
1492 Commonwealth Avenue 
Boston, Mass. 02135 
P lease include: Course: Last semester's average: 
Name 1. 1. __________________ __ 
Address 2. 2. ____________________ _ 
City State _ _ 3. 3. __________________ __ 
Zip Code 4. 4. __________________ _ 
College or U. 5. 5. ________________ ___ 
Special group rates for fraternities and sororities. 20% discount for groups of 
ten or more. P lease include organization title _ ______ _ _ _ _ __ _ 
Allow 4 to 6 weeks for processing and delivery. 
